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REAL-LIFE CONVERSATIONS
At the Restaurant

Hello guys, welcome to the Crown. Are you

to

order?

Can we have a

more minutes? And what's today's

special?

Of course. Today's special is tuna on

rice and

vegetables.

That sounds good. I think we are ready

Perfect. What would you like to

?

Can we get some sparkling water and a

of the

Pinot Noir?

Of course. And what would you like to

?

I

like the steak with fries and she will have the

tuna special.

How do you like your

?

Would you like to be informed once or twice a month by email
about valuable learning tips and strategies, as well as of
updates to our free learning portals?
Subscribe to Our Newsletter

.

Would you like to be informed once or twice a month by email
about valuable learning tips and strategies, as well as of
updates to our free learning portals?
Subscribe to Our Newsletter
Solutions: Hello guys, welcome to the Crown. Are you ready to order? / Can we have a few more minutes? And what's today's special? / Of
course. Today's special is tuna on white rice and vegetables. / That sounds good. I think we are ready now. / Perfect. What would you like to
drink? / Can we get some sparkling water and a bottle of the Pinot Noir? / Of course. And what would you like to eat? / I would like the steak
with fries and she will have the tuna special. / How do you like your steak? / Can I get you anything else? An appetizer maybe? / No, we are
good, thank you.
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Practice the
Dialogue Online

Listen to the
Dialogue

No, we are
Can I get you anything else? An appetizer

, thank you.

?
Medium, please.
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